
Our Mission

mc2 helps mitigate risks for non-residential customers 
who purchase electric supply in Illinois. We pride ourselves
on being customer focused and responsive with innovative
products. We have an experienced and knowledgeable 
management and sales team ready to assist you in determining
the appropriate product to meet your electricity needs. As
your trusted ally in the energy business, mc2 helps you 
navigate through the complex rules and regulations of Illinois’
deregulated electricity market.

Our Company

Established in 2008 by veteran energy industry experts,
mc2 is an Alternative Retail Electricity Supplier (ARES)
licensed by the Illinois Commerce Commission. mc2 has 
a local experienced team that helps Illinois businesses 
manage their risk by providing them with competitive 
electric supply products and services. mc2, through its full
service wholesale trading partner, Wolverine Trading, LLC,
is uniquely positioned to offer customers innovative and 
reliable energy management and power purchasing strategies.

Our Clients

mc2 provides electricity to a variety of commercial 
and industrial facilities across Northern Illinois in the
Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) service territory.
Our clients include:
• Commercial Real Estate including office buildings 

and condominium associations
• Manufacturing
• Warehouse and Storage Facilities
• Hospitality
• Retail
• Health Care
• Education
• Data Centers
• Worship Facilities

Introducing 
mc2 Energy Services
We Help Minimize 
Your Risk From Energy
Market Volatility
mc2 Can Help Create The Right Electricity
Formula For Your Business

Today’s energy markets are volatile. Influenced by 
market dynamics and weather, electricity prices
change hourly each day. mc2 Energy Services has
developed a winning formula that makes buying 
and managing electricity for your business easy and
efficient. We help you manage the volatility of the 
electricity market with our unique mc2 Choice product
that lets businesses choose a buying strategy that
meets their specific requirements and objectives.
Whether you want more certainty or wish to take
advantage of changing hourly prices – we have a 
custom made plan that is just right for you.

Call 877-mc2-POWR



Energy Saving Options

Renewable Energy 

mc2 is committed to protecting the environment both now and in
the future. Responsible companies are adding renewable energy
sources to their energy supply formula to help decrease their
impact on the environment. mc2 can help you choose “green” and
find the right renewable energy sources to meet your objectives.

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) can be purchased through
mc2. These certificates help offset your company’s carbon footprint
and represent energy produced by renewable sources in use
today, like wind power. mc2 is compliant with the State of Illinois
Renewable Portfolio Standards.

Energy Efficiency

For many businesses, energy is becoming one of the larger
expenses incurred each month. Becoming more efficient 
in the way you use energy can help your bottom line and the
environment. There are many Demand Side Management (DSM)
options to consider including demand response, lighting, and
rebate programs.

Demand Response (DR) involves actions that influence the 
quantity or patterns of electricity used by your business. By 
participating in a Demand Response program, your company
agrees to reduce your electricity consumption during peak
demand periods when energy-supply systems are constrained.

In cooperation with energy efficiency experts, we have the ability 
to evaluate any facility and determine if substantial energy savings
that can be achieved related to lighting. With lighting representing
up to 40 percent of the overall annual power cost for certain 
buildings, the savings that can be achieved can have a major
impact on your bottom line.

Take advantage of programs offered by local utility companies
and government agencies. These programs offer free or 
subsidized commercial energy audits to identify energy-efficiency
opportunities. Some also offer energy-efficiency incentives and
rebates. And they may have an affordable loan program to help
fund larger projects.

Our Products
mc2 is uniquely positioned to offer you a broad range of choices
to help you manage the inherent volatility in today's wholesale 
electricity markets. Whatever your risk tolerance is, mc2 has a
product that is just right for you.

mc2 Locked
With mc2 Locked, you lock in the rate you pay for electricity
during the term of your service agreement. This plan is ideal for
businesses who want protection against the volatility of changing
wholesale electricity prices. No matter what happens with market
prices you achieve peace of mind with price stability, and benefit
from the ability to forecast your energy budget with greater accuracy.

mc2 Index
Under the mc2 Index product, your electricity usage is tied to 
the market-based price. The price you pay fluctuates with the
wholesale market based on an independently published hourly
index rate. By being tied to the market index, you have the
opportunity to benefit when wholesale electricity prices are
reduced. This option is appealing to businesses with a greater
appetite for price risk.

mc2 Choice
Customize how you purchase electricity supply with mc2 Choice,
our risk management product. We can help you manage your
risk tolerance with a plan that combines the price certainty of 
our mc2 Locked product while achieving the potential cost 
savings of the mc2 Index option. This plan is ideal for businesses
who want to be partially exposed to the market price volatility
while hedging the remainder of your company’s electricity load 
at a fixed rate.

As part of the mc2 Choice product, mc2 offers an energy price cap
to benefit customers who wish to limit their exposure to upward
market price fluctuations. With the mc2 cap option, you have the
opportunity to take advantage of lower market based rates during
periods of reduced demand while maintaining protection should the
Index based rate for electricity supply rise significantly.

MC Squared Energy Services, LLC
10 South Riverside Plaza
Suite 1800
Chicago, Illinois 60606
Phone: 877-mc2-POWR (877-622-7697)
Fax: 877-281-1279
e-mail: info@mc2energyservices.com
www.mc2energyservices.com

retail electric supply for business

Take control of your electricity costs.
Call mc2 today at 877-mc2-POWR for 
a free, no obligation quote.


